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Introduction 
Over the last 15 years, the under-18 conception rate has more than halved, to the lowest level since 1969. This is the 
result of a long-term evidence-based teenage pregnancy strategy, delivered with concerted effort by local 
government and their health partners.  
Despite the significant reduction, further progress is needed to sustain the achievements, narrow the variation in 
rates between, and within local areas, and improve the outcomes for young parents and their children. 
Like all parents, teenage mothers and young fathers want to do the best for their children and some manage very 
well; but for many their health, education and economic outcomes remain disproportionately poor which affects the 
life chances for them and the next generation of children. 
Every young parent has their own individual story, but the area and individual risk factors for early pregnancy 
highlight the vulnerabilities with which some young people enter parenthood: family poverty, persistent school 
absence by age 14, slower than expected attainment between ages 11 and14; and being looked after or a care 
leaver. These risk factors are reflected in the cohort of young parents in the Family Nurse Partnership trial 
participants: 46% had been suspended, expelled or excluded from school and 48% were not in education, 
employment or training at the time of recruitment. 
As a result some young parents will have missed out on the protective factors of high quality sex and relationships 
education, emotional wellbeing and resilience, positive parenting role models and having a trusted adult in their life. 
For a minority, these vulnerabilities may make parenting very challenging. Almost 60% of children involved in serious 
case reviews were born to mothers under 21.  
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Evidence and lessons from local areas show that poor outcomes are not inevitable if early, coordinated and 
sustained support is put in place, which is trusted by young parents and focused on building their skills, 
confidence and aspirations. 
For most teenage mothers and young fathers this will require dedicated support, co-ordinated by a health visitor, 
family nurse or other lead professional with the skills to build a trusted relationship. 
Early help and effective support also rely on universal services and relevant programmes being aware of the 
needs of teenage mothers and young fathers and understanding how they can contribute to improving 
outcomes. This Framework is designed to maximise the assets of all services and practitioners to create a joined 
up care pathway. It sets out:  
•  the relevance and importance of teenage mothers and young fathers to each service  
•  suggestions for tailoring services to meet their needs 
•  helpful resources 
The Framework has been developed to help commissioners and service providers review current support 
arrangements for young parents in their local area. While there is no single definitive model of support for young 
parents, there are key component parts which all contribute to an effective model and which are adaptable to 
local circumstances and variations in need.  
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Introduction 
It is suggested that commissioners and service providers use this framework as a multi-agency self-assessment tool, 
completing it in partnership to enable a collective review of the local offer; an identification of gaps in provision; and 
an exploration of the likely impact and effectiveness of those component parts on local support for young parents.  
Getting support right for teenage mothers and young fathers can transform the lives of individual young parents and 
their children, enabling them to fulfill their aspirations and potential. At a strategic level good support: 
•  is integral to safeguarding, the Early Help agenda and improving life chances 
•  is key to giving every child the best start in life 
•  breaks intergenerational inequalities 
•  reduces future demand on health and social services 
•  contributes to Public Health and NHS Outcomes 
 
Footnotes: 
1. Teenage mothers and young fathers refers to young mothers under 20 and young fathers under 25. The majority of the 
outcomes data compares mothers under 20 with all mothers; the vast majority of fathers of babies born to young women under 
20 are young men under 25: approximately a third under 20 and half 20 to 24. 
2. The Framework focuses on identifying and addressing the needs of teenage mothers and young fathers – a 
recommendation by Ofsted in the Ages of Concern report on serious case reviews, however for brevity, in some parts of the 
document, this is shortened to young parents.  
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Introduction 
Under-18 conception rate  
Reduction in first and subsequent pregnancies contributes to improving outcomes  
Children in poverty 
63% higher risk for children born to women under 20 
Incidence of low birth weight of term babies   
21% higher risk for babies born to women under 20 
Smoking status at time of delivery   
Mothers under 20 are three times more likely to smoke throughout pregnancy 
Infant mortality rate  
56% higher risk for babies born to women under 20 
Breastfeeding prevalence at 6 to 8 weeks  
Mothers under 20 are half as likely to be breastfeeding at 6 to 8 weeks 
Maternal mental health (placeholder)  
Mothers under 20 have higher rates of poor mental health for up to three years after birth 
Child development at 2 to 2½ years 
Parental depression most prevalent risk factor for negative impact on poor child development outcomes 
Rates of adolescents not in education, employment or training (NEET) 
21% of estimated number of female NEETs 16 to 18, are teenage mothers
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The contribution of improved support to public health and 
NHS outcomes 
 
 
Young parent support contributes to prevention of 
teenage pregnancy.
Evidence and lessons from local areas have identified ten key 
actions for addressing teenage pregnancy. Early help for young 
parents contributes to prevention by:
 9LK\JPUN[OLYPZRMHJ[VYZHZZVJPH[LK^P[O[LLUHNL 
 pregnancy by helping teenage mothers, young fathers   
 and their children fulfil their potential
 :\WWVY[PUN`V\UNWHYLU[Z[VWYL]LU[Z\IZLX\LU[ 
 unplanned pregnancies
<UP[LK5H[PVUZ*VU]LU[PVUVU[OL9PNO[ZVM[OL*OPSK<5*9*°
;OL<5*9*WYV[LJ[Z[OLYPNO[ZVMJOPSKYLU\UKLY
;OL<2YH[PMPLK[OL<5*9*PU  HUKP[PZWHY[VM<2 
SH ^
<5*9*YPNO[ZPUJS\KL[OLYPNO[MVYJOPSKYLU!
  [VL_WYLZZ[OLPY]PL^ZMLLSPUNZHUKVWPUPVUZHUK
  for these to be taken seriously
  [VOH]LHJJLZZ[VPUMVYTH[PVU
  [VOH]LHJJLZZ[VOLHS[OZLY]PJLZHUK[VYLHJO[OL
  highest attainable standard of health
  [VILWYV[LJ[LKMYVTZL_\HSHI\ZLHUK  
  L_WSVP[H[PVU
:L_HUK
relationships 
education in 
schools Youth friendly JVU[YHJLW[P]L:/
services and condom 
schemes
Targeted 
prevention for 
young people at 
risk
:\WWVY[MVYWHYLU[Z
to discuss 
relationships and 
ZL_\HSOLHS[O
Training on 
relationships and 
ZL_\HSOLHS[OMVY
health and 
non-health 
professionals
Advice and access 
to contraception in 
non-health youth 
settings
 Consistent 
messages to young 
people, parents and 
practitioners
Early 
internvention and 
coordinated support 
for young parents – 
including prevention 
of  further unplanned 
pregnancy
:[YVUN\ZLVMKH[H
for commissioning 
and monitoring of 
progress
:LUPVYSLHKLYZOPW
&
accountability
The ten key factors in addressing teenage pregnancy  
Outcomes for young parents and their children (1) 
Mental health and emotional wellbeing
Teenage mothers have higher rates of 
poor mental health for up to three 
years after the birth
3x
Teenage mothers are 3 times more 
likely to experience postnatal 
depression
2 in 3 teenage mothers experience 
relationship breakdown in pregnancy 
or the 3 years after birth
Outcomes for young parents and their children (2) 
Economic wellbeing
Children born to teenage 
mothers have a 63% higher risk 
of living in poverty 
1 in 5 girls aged 16-18 not in 
education, employment or 
training (NEET) are teenage 
mothers
 
Women who were teenage 
mothers are 22% more likely to 
be living in poverty at age 30
 
Men who were young fathers 
are twice as likely to be 
unemployed at 30
 
63% 22%
Outcomes for young parents and their children (3) 
A tool has been published by Public Health England to model some of the national statistics* on outcomes for 
young parents and their children, using local authority data. Below is a worked example on smoking in 
pregnancy, using an anonymous 'Anytown' local authority.  
  
Evidence suggests that in England, young mothers are three times more likely to smoke throughout 
pregnancy than the general population of women giving birth.1 The proportion of all women recorded as 
having smoked throughout pregnancy in England in 2013/14 was 12%.  Therefore we estimate the proportion 
of mothers aged under 20 who smoked throughout pregnancy nationally in 2013/14 was 36%. 
  
The ‘What About Youth’ study2 tells us that 8.2% of females aged 15 years in England are current smokers, 
and 10.0% of females aged 15 years in 'Anytown' are current smokers. 
  
The relative difference between smoking rates for females aged 15 years when comparing 'Anytown' to 
England has been used to moderate the overall national estimate of 36% of teenage mothers smoking 
throughout pregnancy. We know that slightly more teenage girls aged 15 years (10.0% vs 8.2%) smoke in 
‘Anytown’ compared to England as a whole. Therefore we adjust the national estimate (36%) by this small 
amount: (10.0% ÷8.2%) × 36% = 43.9%.  
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Applying national statistics to your local area:  
a new PHE data tool (1) 
43.9% is the modelled percentage of teenage mothers aged 15 to 19 who smoked throughout 
pregnancy in Anytown in 2013/14. 
 
We know that in 2013 there were 63 births to mothers aged under 20 in 'Anytown'. We therefore assume that 
43.9% of these – that is 28 babies and their mothers – were affected by the mother smoking throughout 
pregnancy. 
  
The tool can be found here: http://www.chimat.org.uk/tpomt. Further information can be found at PHE’s 
Teenage Conception Knowledge Hub:http://www.chimat.org.uk/teenconceptions. 
  
References: 
1.       Maternal smoking prevalence: Infant Feeding Survey, 2010. 
2.       Health Behaviours in Young People – What About YOUth?.  
 
 
 
*PHE’s Teenage  Parent Outcomes Modelling Tool uses 2013 data to be consistent across all indicators in the 
tool. The Framework for Supporting Teenage Mothers and Young Fathers uses more recent data, where 
available, in order to provide the most up to date picture of the relationship between factors affecting outcomes 
for teenage parents and their children. The underlying risk factors for poorer outcomes remain unchanged, and 
differences between the magnitude of the increased risks are minor. 
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Applying national statistics to your local area: a new PHE 
data tool (2) 
Poor outcomes are not inevitable when 
teenage mothers and young fathers 
receive support that is:
 ,HYS`
 :\Z[HPULK
 4\S[PHNLUJ`
 *VVYKPUH[LKI`HSLHK  
 professional
 ;Y\Z[LKI``V\UNWHYLU[Z
Support
Unplanned teenage pregnancy can be 
prevented through:
 /PNOX\HSP[`ZL_HUKYLSH[PVUZOPWZ 
 education 
 ,HZ`HJJLZZ[VLMMLJ[P]L  
 contraception
 7YV]PKLK[VHSS`V\UNWLVWSL^P[O 
 more intensive support for those at  
 risk
Prevention Choice
Pregnant teenagers need:
 ,HYS`HJJLZZ[VMYLLWYLNUHUJ` 
 testing 
 <UIPHZLKHK]PJLVUWYLNUHUJ` 
 options with counselling if needed
 7YVTW[YLMLYYHS[VHIVY[PVUVYLHYS`
 antenatal care
Evidence for improving outcomes (1) 
	  Family Nurse Partnership (FNP) 
 
FNP is a licensed programme, developed in the US. Over 30 years of rigorous international research has shown 
significant benefits for vulnerable young families in the short-, medium- and long-term across a wide range of 
outcomes. A  randomised controlled trial (RCT) on the impact of FNP in England was commissioned by the 
Department of Health and published in 2015. 
 
The RCT looked at four primary outcomes in mothers receiving FNP: maternal smoking, birth weight, timing of 
second pregnancy and children’s attendance at A&E. The study found no significant difference in the 
primary outcomes between the mothers receiving FNP and the control group receiving normal care.  
  
The study showed promising early indications of improvement in some of the secondary outcomes such as 
those relating to child development, safeguarding and mothers’ self efficacy. In addition the research found that 
the programme is popular with the young parents and has succeeded in engaging with a group who are 
sometimes reluctant to access services and to trust professionals.  The Family Nurses were able to develop 
respectful and trusting relationships with their clients and uptake of the visits was good.  
 
The results of the trial will be used to improve and develop the support provided to vulnerable young parents 
and their children. Areas for focus will be improving support to stop smoking, personalisation of the programme, 
including dosage to reflect client needs, and targeting and eligibility criteria.  
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Evidence for improving outcomes (2) 
	  Sure Start Plus personal adviser 
 
As part of the Teenage Pregnancy Strategy, 35 Sure Start Plus programmes were piloted in local authorities. 
Each pregnant teenager in Sure Start Plus had a personal adviser who: gave one to one support, starting  
before birth, drew in specialist support tailored to their needs, was a ‘critical friend’ who built their  
confidence and aspirations and was a key point of contact and co-ordination for other agencies. 
 
The programme was evaluated using a mixed method approach, including comparison with 35 non-Sure  
Start Plus sites, matched for deprivation scores and teenage pregnancy rates. 
 
The evaluation found the programme was successful in providing crisis support for pregnant young women  
and young mothers: increasing support for emotional issues; improving the young women’s relationships,  
including reducing the incidence of domestic violence; improving the housing situations of young parents;  
increasing education participation for those under-16; and, when the adviser was based in the education  
sector, improving participation in education, employment or training for those aged 16 to 18. There was less  
impact shown on increasing breastfeeding, reducing smoking in pregnancy and reaching young fathers.  
 
The essential ingredient was the role of the personal advisor, which young parents and partner agencies all  
saw as beneficial.  
 
Many Sure Start Plus local authorities have continued to commission the key components of the programme 
applying the principles of a lead adviser and co-ordinated support through health visitors, children’s centres  
or voluntary sector organisations. 
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Evidence for improving outcomes (3) 
	  Reintegration officer support for school-age parents 
 
Reintegration officers, based in local authorities, support young school-age parents back into education. A 
qualitative evaluation was conducted in ten local authorities looking at the direct experiences of 93 pregnant 
young women and young mothers and the views of 138 schools and 106 key professionals.  
 
The evaluation found: reintegration officers had a positive impact on school-age mothers continuing their 
education; and the impact was particularly strong for young mothers who had been missing school. 
Care to Learn childcare support 
 
Care to Learn provides funding for childcare and travel costs for young parents (under 20) returning to 
education and training. Evaluation of the programme surveyed 1,728 young parents funded by Care to Learn, 
representing 22% of all young parents receiving Care to Learn. Responses were weighted back to be 
representative of the overall population.  
 
The evaluation found Care to Lean had an important role in reducing the proportion of young parents who are 
NEET: three in four teenage parents said they could not have gone into any learning without Care to Learn; only 
one in four who received Care to Learn were NEET after their course, compared with two in three before the 
course; the reduction in NEET was sustained 40 months after Care to Learn was originally received. 
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Evidence for improving outcomes (4) 
Safeguarding
For every child prevented 
from going into care, social 
services would save on 
average £65k per year
Every domestic violence 
incident prevented saves 
police, local authorities, the 
Criminal Justice System 
and the NHS £2,700
School readiness
Every child who is ‘school 
ready’ who would not 
otherwise be - saves 
schools £1,000 per year
EET
Every teen mum who gets 
back in to Education, 
Employment and Training 
(EET) saves agencies £4,500 
per year
Mental health
For every individual who does 
not develop a mental health 
issue saves a local authority 
£2,000 per year
Acknowledgement: Family Nurse Partnership National Unit
	   Improving outcomes saves money 
Both young parents may:
OH]LWVVYOLHS[OHUK
LTV[PVUHS^LSSILPUN
IL]\SULYHISL[VYPZR
MLHYILPUNQ\KNLK
OH]LWVVYKPL[
4VYLSPRLS`[V!
IVVRMVYJHYLSH[L
TPZZHU[LUH[HSHWWVPU[TLU[Z
3 times 
TVYLSPRLS`
[VZTVRL
1/3 less 
SPRLS`[V
IYLHZ[MLLK
Key actions for your area
Poor outcomes
Young parents
Helpful resources
.L[[PUNTH[LYUP[`ZLY]PJLZYPNO[MVYWYLNUHU[[LLUHNLYZHUK`V\UNMH[OLYZ7/,
9*4
)HI`)\KK `(WWMVY`V\UNTV[OLYZ)LZ[)LNPUUPUNZ
:[HY[3PML!0UMVYTH[PVU:LY]PJLMVY7HYLU[Z7/,
7YLNUHU[[LLUHNLYZHUKKPL[HN\PKLMVYWYVMLZZPVUHSZ;VTT`»Z
7YLNUHUJ`HUKJVTWSL_ZVJPHSMHJ[VYZ!HTVKLSMVYZLY]PJLWYV]PZPVU50*,N\PKLSPULZ
*.
;OL`V\UN^VTHUZN\PKL[VWYLNUHUJ `;VTT`»Z
A welcoming environment for pregnant 
teenagers and young fathers
@V\UNWLVWSLMYPLUKS`ZLY]PJLZYLMSLJ[PUN[OL
You're WelcomeJYP[LYPH
(JJLZZPISLPUMVYTH[PVUHUKYLZV\YJLZ
)V[O`V\UNWHYLU[Z[YLH[LK^P[OKPNUP[`HUK
YLZWLJ[
High quality antenatal care
,HYS`HJJLZZ[VKPL[HY`HK]PJLMVSPJHJPKHUK
/LHS[O`:[HY[]P[HTPUZ
(YYHUNLTLU[ZMVYLHYS`IVVRPUNW\ISPJPZLKPU
ZLY]PJLZWYV]PKPUNWYLNUHUJ`[LZ[PUN
*VU[YHJLW[PVUYV\[PULS`WSHUULKK\YPUN
HU[LUH[HSJHYLHUKWYV]PKLKILMVYLWVZ[UH[HS
KPZJOHYNL
Tailored antenatal care
7YLIPY[OHZZLZZTLU[[VPKLU[PM`HUKHKKYLZZ
WYVISLTZLHYS`
(ZWLJPHSPZ[[LLUHNLWYLNUHUJ`TPK^PMLVY
UHTLKTPK^PML[VWYV]PKLHKKP[PVUHSJHYLHUK
YHPZLZ[HMMH^HYLULZZVM`V\UNWHYLU[ZULLKZ
*SHYP[`HIV\[JVUMPKLU[PHSP[`
Partnership working
:^PM[YLMLYYHSWH[O^H`ZHUKPUMVYTH[PVU
ZOHYPUNWYV[VJVSZ^P[OOLHS[O]PZP[VYZ
JOPSKYLU»ZJLU[YLZ-HTPS`5\YZL7HY[ULYZOPW
ZJOVVSU\YZLZHUKZWLJPHSPZ[Z\WWVY[
 ti  f r r r
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
13% higher 
YPZRVM
Z[PSSIPY[O
21% higher 
YPZRVMSV^
IPY[O^LPNO[
21% higher 
YPZRVM
premature 
IPY[OMVYMPYZ[
IHI`
95% higher 
YPZRVM
premature 
IPY[OMVY
ZLJVUKIHI`
56% higher 
YPZRVMPUMHU[
TVY[HSP[`
x3 higher 
YPZRVM
WVZ[UH[HS
KLWYLZZPVU
3
Maternity services 
Universal Plus or Universal Partnership Plus 
support for teenage mothers and young fathers 
Arrangements for antenatal visits 
A specialist young parent health visitor, FNP or 
named health visitor to address additional needs 
and raise staff awareness
Partnership working
Early Help Assessments of young parents, with 
referral pathways to specialist services
Referral protocol with maternity services 
Arrangements for receiving information about 
young parents moving into the Local Authority
Arrangements with sexual and reproductive health 
services to support young parents to access 
contraception
Liaison with the Local Authority lead on Raising the 
Participation Age/NEETs to support young parents’ 
return to education and promotion of Care to 
Learn childcare funding
 
Key actions for your area
Helpful resources
/LHS[O=PZP[PUNHUK4PK^PMLY`7HY[ULYZOPW¶WH[O^H`MVYWYLNUHUJ`HUKLHYS`^LLRZ+/
2013
/LHS[O]PZP[VYHUKZJOVVSU\YZLWYVNYHTTL!Z\WWVY[PUNPTWSLTLU[H[PVUVM[OLUL^ZLY]PJL
TVKLS+/
9HWPK9L]PL^[V<WKH[L,]PKLUJLVM[OL/LHS[O`*OPSK7YVNYHTTL7/,
)HI`)\KK `(WWMVY`V\UNTV[OLYZ)LZ[)LNPUUPUNZ
:[HY[3PML!0UMVYTH[PVUZLY]PJLMVYWHYLU[Z7/,
(YL^LULHYS`[OLYL`L[KHK&)HYUHYKV»Z
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Transition to parenthood and the early weeks
Teenage mothers and young fathers may enter 
WHYLU[OVVK^P[OL_PZ[PUN]\SULYHIPSP[PLZ
Maternal mental health
;LLUHNLTV[OLYZHYLTVYLSPRLS`[VOH]LWVVYTLU[HS
health up to 3 years after birth
Breastfeeding initiation and duration
;LLUHNLYZTV[OLYZHYLSLZZSPRLS`[VZ[HY[
IYLHZ[MLLKPUNHUKHZSPRLS`[VILIYLHZ[MLLKPUNH[
^LLRZ
Healthy weight, healthy nutrition
;LLUHNLTV[OLYZHYLTVYLSPRLS`[VOH]LHWVVYKPL[
HUKSPTP[LKJVVRPUNZRPSSZ
Managing minor illnesses and reducing accidents
*OPSKYLUVM[LLUHNLTV[OLYZHYL[^PJLHZSPRLS`[VIL
OVZWP[HSPZLKMVYNHZ[YVLU[LYP[PZVYHJJPKLU[HSPUQ\Y`
Health, wellbeing & development at age 2 and 
school readiness 
*OPSKYLUVM[LLUHNLWHYLU[ZHYLTVYLSPRLS`[VOH]L
developmental delays
The six high impact 
HYLHZVM[OL/LHS[O
=PZP[PUNWYVNYHTTL
match the poor 
V\[JVTLZSPRLS`[V
affect young parents 
HUK[OLPYJOPSKYLU!
1
2
3
4
5
6
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
Health visiting 
Helpful Resources
-HTPS`5\YZL7HY[ULYZOPWO[[W!MUWUOZ\R
)\PSKPUN)SVJRZ(YHUKVTPZLKJVU[YVS[YPHSVM[OL-HTPS`5\YZL7HY[ULYZOPW<UP]LYZP[`VM
*HYKPMM
-HTPS`5\YZL7HY[ULYZOPW!L]PKLUJLYH[PUN,HYS`0U[LY]LU[PVU-V\UKH[PVU
Key actions for your area
3
(clear notification pathwayMYVT
TH[LYUP[`ZLY]PJLZ[V-57
Strong links^P[OOLHS[O]PZP[VYZJOPSKYLU»Z
JLU[YLZZ[VWZTVRPUNZLY]PJLZHUK
ZHMLN\HYKPUN
(Ualternative pathwayMVYWYLNUHU[
[LLUHNLYZ^OVKVUV[YLJLP]L-57VYKYVW
V\[
Arrangements with sexual and 
reproductive health services[VZ\WWVY[
`V\UNWHYLU[Z[VHJJLZZLMMLJ[P]L
JVU[YHJLW[PVU
Liaison with LA lead on Raising the 
Participation Age/NEETsHUKWYVTV[PVUVM
*HYL[V3LHYUJOPSKJHYLM\UKPUN
Use client insight[VPTWYV]LX\HSP[`HUK
L_JOHUNLRUV^SLKNLHUKL_WLY[PZLIL[^LLU
ZLY]PJLZ
Engage with the redevelopment of FNPPU
,UNSHUK-575L_[:[LWZ
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
6]LY`LHYZVM
YLZLHYJOMYVT
HJYVZZ[OL^VYSK
=VS\U[HY`
WYVNYHTTLMVYMPYZ[
[PTL[LLUHNL
TV[OLYZHUK`V\UN
MH[OLYZ
0U[LUZP]L
Z[Y\J[\YLK
WYVNYHTTL
-HTPS`5\YZLZ
[HRLHZ[YLUN[OZ
IHZLKHWWYVHJO
7LYZVUHS
OLHS[O
4H[LYUHS
YVSL
3PML
JV\YZL
-HTPS`
HUK
MYPLUKZ
(JJLZZ
[V
ZLY]PJLZ
,U]PYVU
TLU[HS
OLHS[O
:\IZ[HUJL\ZLHUKHI\ZL
TLU[HS^LSSILPUN
*HYLNP]PUN
H[[P[\KLZHUK
ILOH]PV\YZ
4H[LYUHS
LK\JH[PVUHUK
^VYR
<ZHMLMHTPS`
MYPLUKZUL[^VYR
/VTLSLZZULZZHUK
YLZPKLU[PHSPUZ[HIPSP[`
,UNHNLTLU[^P[OZVJPHS
JHYL\ZLVMJOPSKYLUZ
JLU[YLZZL_\HSOLHS[O
ZLY]PJLZ
FNP supports young families on 
the following issues: 
Family Nurse Partnership (FNP) 
Comprehensive school nurse offer 
Promote pregnancy testing and access to 
unbiased pregnancy options advice
Health promotion for both young parents
Provide information about the return of fertility 
after pregnancy and the importance of postnatal 
contraception
Provide the chosen contraception
Partnership working
Strong links and referral pathway to maternity 
services
Strong referral links with health visitors, children’s 
centres and other support services 
Arrangements to contribute to Early Help 
Assessment and support plans
Liaison with the  Local Authority lead on Raising the 
Participation Age/NEETs to support young parents’ 
return to education, and promotion of Care to 
Learn childcare funding
 
Key actions for your area
Helpful resources
/LHS[O]PZP[VYHUKZJOVVSU\YZLWYVNYHTTL!Z\WWVY[PUNPTWSLTLU[H[PVUVM[OLUL^ZLY]PJL
TVKLS+/
+L]LSVWPUNZ[YVUNYLSH[PVUZOPWZHUKZ\WWVY[PUNWVZP[P]LZL_\HSOLHS[O+/
7YVTV[PUNLTV[PVUHS^LSSILPUNHUKWVZP[P]LTLU[HSOLHS[OVMJOPSKYLUHUK`V\UNWLVWSL+/
7/,
3
Benefits of 
breastfeeding
Strong relationships 
HUKWVZP[P]LZL_\HS
health
Immunisation Smoking cessation 
and smoke free 
places
School nurses:
 /H]L[YHPUPUNHUKZRPSSZVUZHMLN\HYKPUNHUKKLSP]LYPUN 
 W\ISPJOLHS[OPU[LY]LU[PVUZMVY Z
 (YL[Y\Z[LKHUK]HS\LKI``V\UNWLVWSL
 (YLZRPSSLKH[^VYRPUN^P[OMHTPSPLZ
 *HUZ\WWVY[`V\UNWHYLU[ZMYVTWYLNUHUJ`[LZ[PUN 
 through the early years pathway including contraception  
 HUKZL_\HSOLHS[OHK]PJL
 (YLL_WLY[PUTHUHNPUNYLSH[PVUZOPWZIL[^LLU`V\UN 
 people and education settings
 *HUZ\WWVY[`V\UNWHYLU[ZYL[\YUPUN[VLK\JH[PVU
Health promotion by school nurses includes:
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
School nursing 
Key actions for your area
Helpful resources
*OPSKYLU»Z*LU[YLZZ[H[\[VY`N\PKHUJL
@V\»YL>LSJVTL+LWHY[TLU[VM/LHS[OX\HSP[`JYP[LYPHMVY`V\UNWLVWSLMYPLUKS`
ZLY]PJLZ+/
>OH[[VL_WLJ[^OLU&(WHYLU[ZN\PKL*OPSKYLU
(YL^LULHYS`[OLYL`L[KHK&)HYUHYKVZ
(named Children’s Centre leadMVY
[LLUHNLTV[OLYZHUK`V\UNMH[OLYZ
(young people friendly environment
YLMSLJ[PUN[OLYou’re Welcome JYP[LYPH
Staff skilled in engaging^P[O[LLUHNL
TV[OLYZHUK`V\UNMH[OLYZ
Accessible informationHUKYLZV\YJLZ
Health promotionPUJS\KPUNOLHS[O`KPL[MVY
IV[O`V\UNWHYLU[Z
Partnership working
(YYHUNLTLU[Z^P[OTH[LYUP[`ZLY]PJLZHUK[OL
3VJHS(\[OVYP[`[Videntify`V\UNWHYLU[Z
:[YVUNreferral pathways^P[OOLHS[O]PZP[VYZ
HUKV[OLYZ\WWVY[ZLY]PJLZ
(YYHUNLTLU[Z[VJVU[YPI\[L[VEarly Help 
Assessment HUKZ\WWVY[WSHUZ
3PHPZVU^P[O[OL3VJHS(\[OVYP[`SLHKVU
9HPZPUN[OL7HY[PJPWH[PVU(NL5,,;Z[V
Z\WWVY[`V\UNWHYLU[Z»return to education
HUKWYVTV[PVUVM[OLCare to Learn 
childcareM\UKPUN
(YYHUNLTLU[Z^P[OZL_\HSHUKYLWYVK\J[P]L
OLHS[OZLY]PJLZ[VZ\WWVY[`V\UNWHYLU[Z[V
HJJLZZcontraception 
Key actions for your area
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
Poor outcomes 
for children
4H`!
IL]\SULYHISL[VYPZR
OH]LWVVYOLHS[O
HUKLTV[PVUHS^LSS
ILPUN
MLHYILPUNQ\KNLK
I`Z[HMMHUKV[OLY
WHYLU[Z
4H`IL^HY`VM
HJJLZZPUNZLY]PJLZ4H`SHJR
WHYLU[PUN
JVUMPKLUJL
HUKZRPSSZ
Young parents
Supporting young parents will help children’s centres to meet their core purpose:
 [VYLK\JLPULX\HSP[PLZPUJOPSKKL]LSVWTLU[HUKZJOVVSYLHKPULZZ
 [VPTWYV]LWHYLU[PUNHZWPYH[PVUZZLSMLZ[LLTHUKWHYLU[PUNZRPSSZ
 [VYLK\JLPULX\HSP[PLZPUJOPSKHUKMHTPS`OLHS[OHUKSPMLJOHUJLZ
Children’s centres 
Key actions for your area
Helpful resources
4HRPUNP[>VYR!HN\PKL[V^OVSLZ`Z[LTJVTTPZZPVUPUNMVYZL_\HSOLHS[O
YLWYVK\J[P]LOLHS[OHUK/0=7/,+/3.((+7/5/:,
*VU[YHJLW[P]LZLY]PJLZ^P[OHMVJ\ZVU`V\UNWLVWSL\W[V!YLJVTTLUKH[PVUZ
50*,7\ISPJ/LHS[O.\PKHUJL
4PZZLK6WWVY[\UP[PLZPU7YLNUHUJ`!Z[YH[LNPLZMVYPTWYV]PUN[OLKLSP]LY`VM
JVU[YHJLW[PVU^P[OPUWYLNUHUJ`JHYLWH[O^H`Z7/,
Well-publicised, young people friendly
ZL_\HSHUKYLWYVK\J[P]LOLHS[OZLY]PJLZ
WYV]PKPUN[OLM\SSYHUNLVMJVU[YHJLW[PVU
PUJS\KPUN[OLTVYLLMMLJ[P]LSVUNHJ[PUN
TL[OVKZ
*VU[YHJLW[PVUYV\[PULS`WSHUULKK\YPUN
antenatal care HUKWYV]PKLKILMVYLWVZ[UH[HS
KPZJOHYNL
*VU[YHJLW[PVUMVSSV^LK\Wpostnatally[V
HKKYLZZHU`WYVISLTZ
Accessible informationKPZWSH`LKPUHU[LUH[HS
HUKWVZ[UH[HSZL[[PUNZPUJS\KPUNH[.7ZHUK
JOPSKYLU»ZJLU[YLZHIV\[!
 [OLYL[\YUVMMLY[PSP[`HM[LYWYLNUHUJ`
 [OLPTWVY[HUJLVMWVZ[UH[HS 
 JVU[YHJLW[PVU
 [OLTVZ[LMMLJ[P]LTL[OVKZVM 
 JVU[YHJLW[PVU
 OV^HUK^O`[VHJJLZZJOSHT`KPH
 ZJYLLUPUN
(SS`V\UNWHYLU[ZVMMLYLKsexual health 
advice, chlamydia screening and condoms
Partnership working
0UMVYTTH[LYUP[`ZLY]PJLZHUKWVZ[UH[HSZL[[PUNZ
HIV\[child sexual exploitation /sexual 
violence referral protocolsHUKZWLJPHSPZ[
Z\WWVY[
(YYHUNLTLU[Z[Vmonitor local dataVUYLWLH[
\UWSHUULKWYLNUHUJPLZ[V\UKLYZ
 
Key actions for your area
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
7YL]LU[PUNZ\IZLX\LU[\UWSHUULKWYLNUHUJPLZ
VMIPY[OZ
JVUJLP]LK[V
\UKLYZHYL[V
`V\UN^VTLU
^OVHYLHSYLHK`
[LLUHNLTV[OLYZ
;LLUHNLYZOH]L[OL
OPNOLZ[YH[LVM
\UWSHUULK
WYLNUHUJPLZ
@V\UNWHYLU[ZHYL
VM[LU\UH^HYLVM[OL
YL[\YUVMMLY[PSP[`HM[LY
WYLNUHUJ`HUKOH]L
WVVYRUV^SLKNLVM
JVU[YHJLW[PVU
:L_\HSS`[YHUZTP[[LKPUMLJ[PVUZ:;0Z
@V\UNWLVWSL\UKLYOH]L
ZVTLVM[OLOPNOLZ[YH[LZVM
:;0Z
(SS\UKLYZPUJS\KPUN`V\UN
WHYLU[ZZOV\SKOH]LJOSHT`KPH
ZJYLLUPUNHUU\HSS`VYVU
JOHUNLVMWHY[ULY
:L_\HS]PVSLUJLHUKJOPSKZL_\HSL_WSVP[H[PVU
:VTL`V\UNTV[OLYZOH]L
ILLUHMMLJ[LKI`ZL_\HS
]PVSLUJLVYJOPSKZL_\HS
L_WSVP[H[PVU
:\Y]P]VYZVMZL_\HS]PVSLUJLHUK
L_WSVP[H[PVUULLKZLUZP[P]LJHYL
HUKZWLJPHSPZ[Z\WWVY[
Sexual and reproductive health services 
Alcohol and drug use services  
Key actions for your area
Helpful resources
9*.7*OPSK/LHS[O:[YH[LN`!9*.7
.7*OHTWPVUZMVY@V\[O7YVQLJ[!;VVSRP[MVY.LULYHS7YHJ[PJL9*.7HUK(@7/
°:HMLN\HYKPUNJOPSKYLUHUK`V\UNWLVWSL!H[VVSRP[MVYNLULYHSWYHJ[PJL9*.7
5:7**
(practice championMVY`V\UNWLVWSL»Z
OLHS[OPUJS\KPUN[OLULLKZVM`V\UNWHYLU[Z
(`V\UNWLVWSLMYPLUKS`environment
YLMSLJ[PUN[OLYou're WelcomeJYP[LYPH
*SHYP[`HIV\[confidentialityMVY`V\UN
WLVWSLKPZWSH`LKPU[OL^HP[PUNYVVT
Health promotionMVYIV[O`V\UNWHYLU[Z
Accessible informationHIV\[!
 [OLYL[\YUVMMLY[PSP[`HM[LYWYLNUHUJ`
 [OLPTWVY[HUJLVMWVZ[UH[HS 
 JVU[YHJLW[PVU
 [OLTVZ[LMMLJ[P]LTL[OVKZVM 
 JVU[YHJLW[PVU
 OV^HUK^O`[VHJJLZZJOSHT`KPH
 ZJYLLUPUN
:\WWVY[[VJOVVZLHULMMLJ[P]LTL[OVKVM
contraceptionHUKWYV]PZPVUVM[OLJOVZLU
TL[OVK
Partnership working
Named contact and strong links with 
health visitorsJOPSKYLU»ZJLU[YLZHUKV[OLY
ZWLJPHSPZ[Z\WWVY[ZLY]PJLZ
@V\UNWHYLU[Zproactively offered 
information HIV\[V[OLYZLY]PJLZ
 
Key actions for your area
3
3
3
3
3
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How general practice can help:
As a gateway service
([Y\Z[LKYLSH[PVUZOPW^P[O[OLWYHJ[PJL[LHTJHULUJV\YHNL`V\UNWHYLU[Z[V!
 ZLLRHK]PJLLHYS`
 I\PSK[OLPYRUV^SLKNLHIV\[JOPSKOLHS[OHUKKL]LSVWTLU[
 PUJYLHZLJVUMPKLUJLPU[OLPYWHYLU[PUNZRPSSZ
Preventing subsequent unplanned pregnancies
 @V\UNWHYLU[ZHYLVM[LU\UH^HYLVM[OLYL[\YUVMMLY[PSP[`HM[LYWYLNUHUJ`HUK 
 OH]LWVVYRUV^SLKNLVMJVU[YHJLW[PVU
 @V\UNWHYLU[ZTH`YLS`VU[OLPY.7MVYPUMVYTH[PVUHUKWYV]PZPVUVMJVU[YHJLW[PVU
Health promotion by GPs includes
 /LHS[O`LH[PUNK\YPUNWYLNUHUJ`
 )LULMP[ZVMIYLHZ[MLLKPUN
 /LHS[O`[YHUZP[PVU[VMPYZ[MVVKZ
 0TT\UPZH[PVU
 :[VWWPUNZTVRPUNHUKZTVRLMYLLWSHJLZ
 *VU[YHJLW[PVUHUKZL_\HSOLHS[O
3
General practice 
Helpful Resources
7VZP[P]LMVY@V\[O+LWHY[TLU[MVY,K\JH[PVU
7VZP[P]LMVY@V\[O7YVNYLZZ<WKH[L+LWHY[TLU[MVY,K\JH[PVU
;OL`V\UN^VTHU»ZN\PKL[VWYLNUHUJ `;VTT`»Z
-VSSV^PUN@V\UN-H[OLYZ9LZV\YJLIVVRSL[ZMVYWYHJ[P[PVULYZ<UP]LYZP[`VM3LLKZ
.7*OHTWPVUZMVY@V\[O7YVQLJ[!;VVSRP[MVY.LULYHS7YHJ[PJL9*.7(@7/
Key actions for your area
3
Arrangements[VPKLU[PM`OV^
JVTTPZZPVUPUNVYKPYLJ[KLSP]LY`VM\UP]LYZHS
`V\[OWYV]PZPVUHUK[HYNL[LK`V\[OZ\WWVY[
JHUZ\WWVY[[LLUHNLTV[OLYZHUK`V\UN
MH[OLYZ^P[OPU[OLZLY]PJLHUK[OYV\NO
V\[YLHJO^VYR
Staff awarenessVM[OLULLKZVMWYLNUHU[
[LLUHNLYZ[LLUHNLTV[OLYZHUK`V\UN
MH[OLYZHUK[OLSVJHSZWLJPHSPZ[Z\WWVY[
ZLY]PJLZPUJS\KPUN\UIPHZLKWYLNUHUJ`
VW[PVUZHK]PJL
Accessible information and resourcesMVY
[LLUHNLTV[OLYZHUK`V\UNMH[OLYZPU
\UP]LYZHSHUK[HYNL[LKZ\WWVY[ZLY]PJLZ
Arrangements to involve young parents
PUT`Z[LY`ZOVWWPUNHUKJSPLU[MLLKIHJRVM
TH[LYUP[`HUKWHYLU[PUNZ\WWVY[ZLY]PJLZ
Partnership working
Named contact and referral pathways[V
ZL_\HSHUKYLWYVK\J[P]LOLHS[OZLY]PJLZ
PUJS\KPUN\UIPHZLKWYLNUHUJ`VW[PVUZHK]PJL
TH[LYUP[`ZLY]PJLZOLHS[O]PZP[VYZJOPSKYLU»Z
JLU[YLZHUKV[OLYSVJHSZWLJPHSPZ[Z\WWVY[
ZLY]PJLZ

3
3
3
3
3
Youth support workers’ voluntary relationship with young people 
gives them an important role in supporting pregnant teenagers 
and young parents, both within their own service and in 
partnership with other agencies. 
As a trusted adult, youth support workers may be the 
first person to whom a young person discloses their 
pregnancy or a young parent shares any parenting 
concerns.  
Youth support workers can:
Help pregnant teenagers 
access early and 
unbiased pregnancy 
options advice
Encourage and support 
teenage mothers and 
young fathers to access 
antenatal care, children’s 
centres and other 
specialist services
Help build the aspirations 
of teenage mothers and 
young fathers and support 
them back into education 
and training  
333
Youth support workers 
Key actions for your area
Helpful resources
;OL`V\UN^VTHU»ZN\PKL[VWYLNUHUJ `;VTT`»Z
(YL^LULHYS`[OLYL`L[+HK&)HYUHYKV»Z
@V\»YL>LSJVTL8\HSP[`JYP[LYPHMVY`V\UNWLVWSLMYPLUKS`OLHS[OZLY]PJLZ+/
(YYHUNLTLU[Z[Vmonitor[OLU\TILYVM
[LLUHNLTV[OLYZHUK`V\UNMH[OLYZ\ZPUN
`V\YZLY]PJL
Staff awarenessVM[OLULLKZVM[LLUHNL
TV[OLYZHUK`V\UNMH[OLYZ
:[HMM^P[OZRPSSZ[Vtailor behavioural 
change interventions[VZ\WWVY[`V\UN
WHYLU[Z
Accessible informationHUKYLZV\YJLZMVY
`V\UNWHYLU[Z
(JJLZZ[Vchildcare[VLUHISL`V\UNWHYLU[Z
[V[HRLWHY[PUHJ[P]P[PLZ^P[OV[OLY`V\UN
WLVWSL
Partnership working
:\WWVY[MVY`V\UNWHYLU[Z[VHJJLZZearly 
helpMYVTNLULYHSWYHJ[PJLOLHS[O]PZP[VYZ
JOPSKYLU»ZJLU[YLZHUKZL_\HSHUK
YLWYVK\J[P]LOLHS[OZLY]PJLZ
Staff awarenessVMZWLJPHSPZ[Z\WWVY[
ZLY]PJLZ
*SLHYYLMLYYHSpathways and safeguarding 
protocols
 
Key actions for your area
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
How the VCS can help:
Some 
young parents may 
not access support 
from statutory 
services because:
;OL`TPZ[Y\Z[
H\[OVYP[`
;OL`HYLHMYHPKVM
ILPUNQ\KNLK
Voluntary and 
Community Sector 
organisations can:
7YV]PKL
PUMVYTH[PVU
HUKZ\WWVY[
VUOLHS[O
LK\JH[PVU
HUKWHYLU[PUN
PZZ\LZ
)\PSK`V\UN
WHYLU[Z»
JVUMPKLUJL
[VH[[LUK
THPUZ[YLHT
ZLY]PJLZ
6MMLY
]VS\U[LLYPUN
VWWVY[\UP[PLZ
^OPJOJHUIL
Z[LWWPUNZ[VULZ
[VYLLUNHNL
^P[OSLHYUPUN
3
3
Voluntary and community sector (VCS) support 
Key actions for your area
Helpful resources
.L[[PUNTH[LYUP[`ZLY]PJLZYPNO[MVYWYLNUHU[[LLUHNLYZHUK`V\UNMH[OLYZ7/,9*4
2015
@V\UN-H[OLYZ9LZLHYJO:\TTHY `-H[OLYOVVK0UZ[P[\[L
(YL^LULHYS`[OLYL`L[+HK&)HYUHYKV»Z
°-VSSV^PUN@V\UN-H[OLYZ9LZV\YJLIVVRSL[ZMVYWYHJ[P[PVULYZ<UP]LYZP[`VM3LLKZ
(YYHUNLTLU[ZMVYidentifyingyoung fathers 
PUHSSZLY]PJLZHUKHZZLZZPUN[OLPYZ\WWVY[
ULLKZPUJS\KPUN^OL[OLY[OL`HYL[OLWYPTHY`
JHYLY
(specialist young father’s workerVY
UHTLK[LHTTLTILY[VHKKYLZZULLKZHUK
YHPZLZ[HMMH^HYLULZZ
Staff training[VPUJYLHZLJVUMPKLUJLHUK
LMMLJ[P]LWYHJ[PJL
(commissioned support service^OLYL
ULLKLK
Father-friendly services
(^LSJVTPUNenvironment^P[O
MH[OLYMYPLUKS`PTHNLZ
Accessible informationHUKYLZV\YJLZ
:WLJPMPJinvitations[V`V\UNMH[OLYZ[V
H[[LUKHU[LUH[HSWVZ[UH[HSHUKWHYLU[PUN
Z\WWVY[HWWVPU[TLU[Z
Partnership working
5HTLKJVU[HJ[ZHUKreferral pathways[V
ZWLJPHSPZ[Z\WWVY[ZLY]PJLZ
>VYR^P[Oyoung offender institutions
WYPZVUHUKWYVIH[PVUZLY]PJLZ[VOLSW`V\UN
MH[OLYZmaintain contact with their child
HUKWHY[ULY
Key actions for your area
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3 in 4 babies of teenage mothers are jointly registered with the father
Young fathers matter to mothers and children
 *OPSKYLU^P[OOPNOS`PU]VS]LKMH[OLYZOH]Lbetter outcomes
 @V\UNMH[OLYZPUMS\LUJL[OLTV[OLY»ZsmokingHUKbreastfeeding
 ;LLUHNLTV[OLYZ^P[OHZ\WWVY[P]LWHY[ULYHYLSLZZSPRLS`[VNL[postnatal depression
 )LJVTPUNHMH[OLYJHUILHpositive turning pointPUJVUMPKLUJLHUKYLLUNHNLTLU[
 ^P[OLK\JH[PVUHUKLTWSV`TLU[
(SJVOVS
ZTVRPUN
Z\IZ[HUJL
TPZ\ZL
7VVY
LK\JH[PVU
=PVSLU[
W\UPZOTLU[
H[OVTL
(U_PL[ `
KLWYLZZPVU
JVUK\J[
KPZZVYKLY
7VVYOLHS[O
HUKU\[YP[PVU
0UJ\Z[VK`
Young fathers are often invisible to 
services
 4HU``V\UNMH[OLYZKVU»[SP]L
 ^P[O[OLPYWHY[ULYZ
 @V\UNMH[OLYZTH`WYLZLU[HZ
 ZPUNSL`V\UNTLU
 @V\UNMH[OLYZTH`MLLSSLM[V\[
 VMºWHYLU[»ZLY]PJLZMVJ\ZLKVU
 TV[OLYZ
Young fathers are often vulnerable
Young fathers 
Key actions for your area
Helpful resources
;OL`V\UN^VTHU»ZN\PKL[VWYLNUHUJ `;VTT`»Z
)HI`)\KK `(WWMVY`V\UNTV[OLYZ)LZ[)LNPUUPUNZ
:[HY[3PML!PUMVYTH[PVUZLY]PJLMVYWHYLU[Z7/,
>OH[[VL_WLJ[^OLU&(WHYLU[ZN\PKL*OPSKYLU
(YYHUNLTLU[ZPU[OLSVJHSWHYLU[PUNZ[YH[LN`
HUK;YV\ISLK-HTPSPLZ7YVNYHTTL[Videntify 
theneeds of both young parentsZ[HY[PUN
ILMVYLIPY[O
(non-judgemental, assets-based
HWWYVHJO[VZ\WWVY[`V\UNWHYLU[Z[V
KL]LSVW[OLPYWHYLU[PUNWV[LU[PHSHUK
JVUMPKLUJL
0UJS\ZPVUVM`V\UNWHYLU[ZPUL]PKLUJLIHZLK
parenting programmes
Bespoke parenting programmesMVY
`V\UNWHYLU[Z[HPSVYLK[VLUNHNL[OVZL^OV
OH]LILLUV\[VMLK\JH[PVU
(JJLZZ[Vrelationship supportZLY]PJLZ
7YVTV[PVUPUHSSZLY]PJLZVM[OLFive Ways to 
a Happy Childhood
0UMVYTH[PVUHUKsupport for parents of 
teenage mothers and young fathers
Partnership working
(Z^PM[referral pathway MYVTTH[LYUP[`
ZLY]PJLZ[V-HTPS`5\YZL7HY[ULYZOPW
InformationHIV\[SVJHSWHYLU[PUNZ\WWVY[
WYVNYHTTLZMVYHSSZLY]PJLZ^VYRPUN^P[O
`V\UNWHYLU[Z
Key actions for your area
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
Young parents may face many parenting challenges:
 7VVYTLU[HSOLHS[O
 <UZ[HISLMHTPS`IHJRNYV\UK
 5VL_WLYPLUJLVMWVZP[P]LWHYLU[PUN
 *VWPUN^P[O[YHUZP[PVUMYVTHKVSLZJLUJL[VHK\S[OVVK
 9LSH[PVUZOPWIYLHRKV^U!PU`V\UNTV[OLYZL_WLYPLUJLYLSH[PVUZOPWIYLHRKV^UK\YPUN 
 WYLNUHUJ`HUK[OL[OYLL`LHYZHM[LYIPY[OJVTWHYLK^P[OPUVSKLYTV[OLYZ
7HYLU[PUNPZ[OLbiggest single factorHMMLJ[PUNJOPSKYLU»Z^LSSILPUNHUKKL]LSVWTLU[
7LYJLU[HNLVM`LHYVSKZHJOPL]PUNHNVVK-V\UKH[PVU:[HNL7YVMPSL
Positive parenting
Poor parenting
Poverty
Economic
wellbeing
58% 73%
7LYZPZ[LU[WV]LY[`
WVZP[P]LWHYLU[PUN
5VWV]LY[`
WVZP[P]LWHYLU[PUN
19% 42%
7LYZPZ[LU[WV]LY[`
WVVYWHYLU[PUN
5VWV]LY[`
WVVYWHYLU[PUN
3
Parenting support 
Key actions for your area
Helpful resources
(U[LUH[HSHUKWVZ[UH[HSTLU[HSOLHS[O!JSPUPJHSTHUHNLTLU[HUKZLY]PJLN\PKHUJL°
50*,N\PKLSPULZB*. D+LJLTILY
7YL]LU[PVUPUTPUK(SS)HIPLZ*V\U[:WV[SPNO[VU7LYPUH[HS4LU[HS/LHS[O5:7**

7YVTV[PUN[OLLTV[PVUHS^LSSILPUNHUKWVZP[P]LTLU[HSOLHS[OVMJOPSKYLUHUK`V\UN
WLVWSL+/7/,
5V[,_HJ[S`*VUNYH[\SH[PVUZ¶HYLZLHYJOW\ISPJH[PVUL_WSVYPUN[OLLTV[PVUHS^LSSILPUN
VM[LLUHNLTV[OLYZHUK[OLYLSL]HUJLVMWVZ[UH[HSKLWYLZZPVUUK:[YLL[
*VTTPZZPVUPUNVMTH[LYUP[`HUKJOPSKOLHS[O
ZLY]PJLZPUSPUL^P[ONICE guidelinesVU
HU[LUH[HSHUKWVZ[UH[HSTLU[HSOLHS[OHUK
VUWYVTV[PUN[OLLTV[PVUHS^LSSILPUNVM
JOPSKYLUHUK`V\UNWLVWSL
(YYHUNLTLU[ZMVYidentifying and 
addressing[OLULLKZVM`V\UNWHYLU[ZPU
[OLSVJHSWHYLU[PUNZ[YH[LN`HUKLTV[PVUHS
OLHS[OHUK^LSSILPUNZLY]PJL
*VUZPKLY[OLTLU[HSOLHS[OULLKZVM`V\UN
WHYLU[ZPU CAMHS Transformational Plans
:\WWVY[MVY`V\UNWHYLU[Z[VWHY[PJPWH[LPU
[OLNational Citizen Service
Partnership working
:[YVUNSPURZHUKreferral pathwaysIL[^LLU
TH[LYUP[ `OLHS[O]PZP[VYZZJOVVSU\YZPUNHUK
TLU[HSOLHS[OZLY]PJLZ
InformationMVYHSSWYHJ[P[PVULYZ^VYRPUN^P[O
`V\UNWHYLU[ZHIV\[SVJHSLTV[PVUHS
^LSSILPUNZ\WWVY[ZLY]PJLZ
Key actions for your area
3
3
3
3
3
3
Poor mental health and emotional wellbeing:
 PZKPZ[YLZZPUNMVY[OL`V\UNWHYLU[
 \UKLYTPULZ[OLPYHIPSP[`[VWHYLU[WVZP[P]LS`
 PZ[OLTVZ[WYL]HSLU[YPZRMHJ[VYMVYWVVYJOPSKKL]LSVWTLU[V\[JVTLZ
Risks for teenage mothers and young fathers:
 :VTL[LLUHNLTV[OLYZHUK`V\UNMH[OLYZTH`LU[LYWHYLU[OVVK^P[OL_PZ[PUN 
 ]\SULYHIPSP[PLZHUKWVVYTLU[HSOLHS[O 
 ;LLUHNLTV[OLYZHYL[OYLL[PTLZTVYLSPRLS`[VL_WLYPLUJLWVZ[UH[HSKLWYLZZPVUHUK
 OH]LOPNOLYYH[LZVMWVVYTLU[HSOLHS[O\W[V`LHYZHM[LYIPY[O
 @V\UNMH[OLYZHYLTVYLSPRLS`[VOH]LWYLL_PZ[PUNZLYPV\ZHU_PL[ `KLWYLZZPVUHUK 
 JVUK\J[KPZVYKLY
 <UZ[HISLMHTPS`IHJRNYV\UKYLSH[PVUZOPWIYLHRKV^UKVTLZ[PJHI\ZLHUKWVVYOV\ZPUN
 HSS\UKLYTPULTH[LYUHSTLU[HSOLHS[O
9,+<*,:!
5\Y[\YPUN
,UNHNLTLU[
7SH`
,`LJVU[HJ[
9LHKPUN[PTL
05*9,(:,:!
0UZLJ\YL
H[[HJOTLU[
)LOH]PV\Y
WYVISLTZ
3HUN\HNL
KLMPJP[Z
*VNUP[P]L
KLMPJP[Z
3
Emotional health and wellbeing support  
Key actions for your area
Helpful resources
8\P[[PUNZTVRPUNPUWYLNUHUJ`HUKMVSSV^PUNJOPSKIPY[O50*,N\PKLSPULZB7/D1\UL

:TVRPUNJLZZH[PVUPUZLJVUKHY`JHYLTH[LYUP[`HUKTLU[HSOLHS[O50*,N\PKLSPULZ
B7/D
:TVRPUNPUWYLNUHUJ`!WVSPJ`HUKJVTT\UPJH[PVUZ\WKH[L7/,
(specialist smoking in pregnancy 
advisorJVSVJH[LKPUTH[LYUP[`ZLY]PJLZ
ExpertisePUSVJHSZ[VWZTVRPUNZLY]PJLZ[V
TLL[[OLULLKZVMWYLNUHU[[LLUHNLYZ
Stop smoking trainingMVYHSSOLHS[O
WYVMLZZPVUHSZ^VYRPUN^P[O`V\UNWHYLU[Z
(SSZ[HMM^VYRPUN^P[OWYLNUHU[[LLUHNLYZ\ZL
[OL;VTT`»ZN\PKLMVYWYHJ[P[PVULYZTalking 
About Smoking in Pregnancy
Accessible informationMVYWYLNUHU[
[LLUHNLYZ`V\UNMH[OLYZHUK[OL^PKLYMHTPS`
VU[OLILULMP[ZVMZ[VWWPUNZTVRPUNHUK
ZTVRLMYLLWSHJLZ
Partnership working
(YYHUNLTLU[ZPUTH[LYUP[`ZLY]PJLZMVY
identificationVMWYLNUHU[[LLUHNLYZ^OV
ZTVRL
(Z[YVUNreferral pathwayMYVTTH[LYUP[`
ZLY]PJLZ[VSVJHSZ[VWZTVRPUNZLY]PJLZ
Named contact and strong links IL[^LLU
[OLZWLJPHSPZ[ZTVRPUNPUWYLNUHUJ`HK]PZLY
HUKNLULYHSWYHJ[PJLU\YZPUNVYZJOVVS
U\YZPUNZLY]PJLZ
Key actions for your area
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
      Smoking during pregnancy causes:
      PUWYLTH[\YLIPY[OZ
      PUJHZLZVMM\SS[LYTSV^IPY[O^LPNO[
      PUWYL[LYTYLSH[LKKLH[OZ
      PU:\KKLU<UL_WLJ[LK+LH[OZPU0UMHUJ`:<+0
Smoking during pregnancy is the main modifiable risk factor for a range of poor 
pregnancy outcomes including miscarriage, premature birth, stillbirth and infant 
mortality. 
Pregnant teenagers are:
 [^PJLHZSPRLS`[VZTVRLILMVYLHUKK\YPUNWYLNUHUJ`
 [OYLL[PTLZTVYLSPRLS`[VZTVRL[OYV\NOV\[WYLNUHUJ`
°
Smoke free families and homes:
 0M[OL`V\UNMH[OLYHUK^PKLYMHTPS`X\P[VYYLK\JLZTVRPUN[OPZ^PSSZ\WWVY[[OL`V\UN 
 TV[OLY[VX\P[
 :TVRLMYLLOVTLZHUKJHYZ^PSSYLK\JL[OLYPZRVMZLJVUKOHUKZTVRLMVYTV[OLYHUK 
 JOPSK
 @V\UNWHYLU[ZTH`ULLKZ\WWVY[[VJVWL^P[O[OLZ[YLZZVMWHYLU[OVVK^P[OV\[YLZ\TPUN
 ZTVRPUNHM[LYWYLNUHUJ`
Stop smoking support 
Key actions for your area
Helpful resources
0TWYV]PUNTH[LYUHSHUKJOPSKU\[YP[PVU50*,8\HSP[`:[HUKHYK
;OL<UPJLM)HI`-YPLUKS`0UP[PH[P]L
;LLUHNL7HYLU[ZHUK)YLHZ[MLLKPUN!HZ\WWSLTLU[HY`N\PKL[VHKKYLZZPUNOLHS[O
PULX\HSP[PLZ(5VY[O>LZ[)YLHZ[MLLKPUN-YHTL^VYRMVY(J[PVU
Baby Friendly Initiative
0TWSLTLU[H[PVUVM[OL<50*,-Baby 
Friendly InitiativePUHSSOLHS[OJHYLZL[[PUNZ
HUKJOPSKYLU»ZJLU[YLZ
Information
Accessible information HIV\[[OLILULMP[Z
HUKOV^[VVMIYLHZ[MLLKPUN[HPSVYLK[V
[LLUHNLTV[OLYZHUK`V\UNMH[OLYZ
Information for the wider familyHIV\[[OL
ILULMP[ZHUKOV^[VVMIYLHZ[MLLKPUN
Bottlefeeding informationHUKZ\WWVY[MVY
`V\UNTV[OLYZ^OVKVUV[IYLHZ[MLLK
Encouragement and support
Positive imagesVM`V\UNTV[OLYZ
IYLHZ[MLLKPUN
)YLHZ[MLLKPUNpeer support^VYRLYZ
Key actions for your area
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
Breastfeeding reduces these risks:
*OPSKOVVKHZ[OTHI`
;` WLKPHIL[LZI`
*OPSKOVVKVILZP[`I`
Why may young mothers be less likely to start or continue breastfeeding?
 3HJRVMJVUMPKLUJLPU[OLPYHIPSP[`[VIYLHZ[MLLK
 5V[[OLºZVJPHSUVYT»MVY[OLPYJVTT\UP[`
 ,TIHYYHZZTLU[HIV\[IYLHZ[MLLKPUNPUW\ISPJ
 0UMS\LUJLKI`ULNH[P]L]PL^ZVMIYLHZ[MLLKPUNMYVT[OL`V\UNMH[OLYVY^PKLYMHTPS`
 3HJRVMH^HYLULZZVM[OLOLHS[OILULMP[ZVMIYLHZ[MLLKPUN
3
months 
breastfeeding
6
months
breastfeeding
4-6
months
exclusive breastfeeding
3V^LY9LZWPYH[VY`;YHJ[
0UMLJ[PVUI`
NHZ[YVLU[LYP[PZI`
Z\KKLU\UL_WLJ[LK
KLH[OZPUPUMHUJ`:<+0
I`
Teenage mothers are:
1/3
3LZZSPRLS`[V
Z[HY[IYLHZ[MLLKPUN
1/2
HZSPRLS`[VIL
IYLHZ[MLLKPUNH[^LLRZ
Breastfeeding support 
Key actions for your area
Helpful resources
9LK\JPUN\UPU[LU[PVUHSPUQ\YPLZPUHUKHYV\UK[OLOVTLHTVUNJOPSKYLU\UKLY
7/,96:7(*(7;
7YL]LU[PUN\UPU[LU[PVUHSPUQ\YPLZHTVUN[OL\UKLYZPU[OLOVTL50*,N\PKLSPULZ
B7/D
9LK\JPUN0UMHU[4VY[HSP[`PU3VUKVU!HUL]PKLUJLIHZLKYLZV\YJL7/,
)\IIHSPJPV\Z!:<+0HK]PJLHUKZ\WWVY[MVY`V\UNWHYLU[Z3\SSHI`;Y\Z[
Unintentional injuries
0TWSLTLU[H[PVUVM[OL4-step planMVYSVJHS
H\[OVYP[PLZHUKWHY[ULYZOPWZZL[V\[PU
Reducing unintentional injuries in and around 
the home among children under 5
Accessible informationHIV\[WYL]LU[PUN
\UPU[LU[PVUHSPUQ\YPLZ
0UMVYTH[PVUHUKZ\WWVY[MVY`V\UNWHYLU[Z[V
increase their understanding of child 
development
Infant death and SUDI
0TWSLTLU[H[PVUVMPublic Health England 
adviceVUYLK\JPUNPUMHU[TVY[HSP[`HUK:<+0
Accessible informationMVY[LLUHNL
TV[OLYZ`V\UNMH[OLYZHUK[OL^PKLYMHTPS`
VUYLK\JPUNPUMHU[TVY[HSP[`HUK:<+0
Key actions for your area
3
3
3
3
3
 :HMLN\HYKPUNPZZ\LZTH`HYPZLILJH\ZLVM`V\UNWHYLU[Z»]\SULYHIPSP[ `\UZ[HISLYLSH[PVU
 ZOPWZHUKSHJRVMSVUN[LYTHJJVTTVKH[PVUHUKHMMLJ[IV[O[OLTHUK[OLPYJOPSKYLU
 :VTL`V\UNWHYLU[Z\UKLYZOV\SKILJVUZPKLYLKHZJOPSKYLUPUULLK 
 0MHJOPSKPZJVUZPKLYLKHJOPSKPUULLKHZKLMPULKPU[OL*OPSKYLU(J[  OHZZ\MMLYLK
 VYPZSPRLS`[VZ\MMLYZPNUPMPJHU[OHYTHYLMLYYHSI`HU`WYVMLZZPVUHSZOV\SKILTHKL 
 PTTLKPH[S`[VJOPSKYLUZZVJPHSJHYL
Unintentional injuries
*OPSKYLUVM`V\UNWHYLU[ZTH`ILH[PUJYLHZLKYPZRVM\UPU[LU[PVUHSPUQ\YPLZHUKULNSLJ[ILJH\ZL!
 (JJPKLU[ZHUKPUQ\YPLZHYLTVYLJVTTVUPUMHTPSPLZVUHSV^PUJVTLHUKSP]PUNPUYLU[LK
 HUKVYV]LYJYV^KLKHJJVTTVKH[PVU
 @V\UNWHYLU[ZTH`OH]LWVVY\UKLYZ[HUKPUNVMJOPSKKL]LSVWTLU[
 @V\UNWHYLU[ZTH`ILYLS\J[HU[[VZLLRHK]PJLMVYMLHYVMILPUNQ\KNLKHUK[OLPTWHJ[VM
 [OLPYV^UHSJVOVSHUKKY\N\ZL
Infant death and Sudden Unexpected Death in Infancy (SUDI)
 +LWYP]H[PVUHUKSV^IPY[O^LPNO[HYLZ[YVUNS`HZZVJPH[LK^P[OPUMHU[KLH[OZ
 :TVRPUNPUWYLNUHUJ`JH\ZLZPUVMHSS:<+0
 )YLHZ[MLLKPUN[VTVU[OZKLJYLHZLZ[OLYPZRVM:<+0I`
Babies of teenage mothers have:
 HOPNOLYYPZRVMPUMHU[TVY[HSP[`
 [OYLL[PTLZHOPNOLYYPZRVM:<+0 !
Safeguarding (1) 
Key actions for your area
Helpful resources
+VTLZ[PJ]PVSLUJLHUKHI\ZL!OV^OLHS[OZLY]PJLZZVJPHSJHYLHUK[OLVYNHUPZH[PVUZ
[OL`^VYR^P[OJHUYLZWVUKLMMLJ[P]LS `50*,N\PKLSPULZB7/D-LIY\HY`
*:,H^HYLULZZMVYOLHS[OWYVMLZZPVUHSZ5/:,UNSHUK
:WV[[PUN[OLZPNUZ!PKLU[PM`PUNYPZRVM*:,PUZL_\HSOLHS[OZLY]PJLZ)(://)YVVR

-.44HUKH[VY`9LWVY[PUN!Z\WWVY[WHJRMVYOLHS[OWYVMLZZPVUHSZ
Domestic abuse
Training on askingHIV\[KVTLZ[PJHI\ZLMVYHSS
ZLY]PJLZ
*SLHYreferral pathwaysMVYZWLJPHSPZ[Z\WWVY[
;HPSVYLKsupport programmesMVY`V\UNTV[OLYZ
Perpetrator programmesMVY`V\UNMH[OLYZ
Co-parenting support programmesMVY`V\UN
WHYLU[Z
Accessible informationHIV\[KVTLZ[PJHI\ZL
Z\WWVY[
Child sexual abuse and exploitation
Safeguarding guidelines^OPJOPKLU[PM`[OLYPZRVM
WYLNUHUJ`
0KLU[PMPJH[PVUVM*:(*:,HUKYLMLYYHSWH[O^H`Z[V
ZWLJPHSPZ[Z\WWVY[PUJS\KLKPUcommissioning 
specificationsMVYTH[LYUP[`ZLY]PJLZJOPSKOLHS[O
ZLY]PJLZHUKZL_\HSHUKYLWYVK\J[P]LOLHS[O
ZLY]PJLZ
All practitioners trained[VILH^HYLVM*:(*:,
HUKSVJHSYLMLYYHSWH[O^H`Z[VZWLJPHSPZ[Z\WWVY[
FGM
4H[LYUP[`HUKJOPSKOLHS[OZLY]PJLZJVTTPZZPVULKPU
SPUL^P[ONICE guideline7/
-.4PKLU[PMPLKPU[OLMaternity Services Care 
Pathway
-.4PUJS\KLKPUSVJHSsafeguarding policy
(YYHUNLTLU[ZMVYKYH^PUNVUgood practice MYVT
V[OLYHYLHZ
Key actions for your area
3
3
3
3
3
The need for additional support
Domestic abuse
 VMKVTLZ[PJHI\ZLILNPUZPUWYLNUHUJ`
 VM[LLUHNLTV[OLYZPU[OL-57[YPHSOHKL_WLYPLUJLKKVTLZ[PJ]PVSLUJLPU[OL
 TVU[OZWYLJLKPUN[OLPYJOPSKZUKIPY[OKH`
Young parents are at increased risk of domestic abuse if they have:
 (OPZ[VY`VMMHTPS`HI\ZL
 (OPZ[VY`VMPU[PTH[LWHY[ULY]PVSLUJL
 <UZ[HISLWHY[ULYYLSH[PVUZOPWZ
Child sexual abuse (CSA) and child sexual exploitation (CSE)
 @V\UN°TV[OLYZHUKMH[OLYZHYL[^PJLHZSPRLS`[VOH]LILLUZL_\HSS`HI\ZLKPUJOPSKOVVK
 :\Y]P]VYZVMHI\ZLTH`OH]LSV^ZLSMLZ[LLTHUKYLK\JLKHIPSP[`[VYLZPZ[\U^HU[LKZL_
 *:,PZSPRLS`[VOH]LHZPTPSHYPTWHJ[
Female Genital Mutilation (FGM)
 -.4PZPSSLNHSPU[OL<2
 ;OLYLPZHTHUKH[VY`K\[`VU[LHJOLYZZVJPHS^VYRLYZHUKOLHS[OJHYLWYVMLZZPVUHSZPU
 ,UNSHUKHUK>HSLZ[VYLWVY[[V[OLWVSPJLRUV^UJHZLZVM-.4PU\UKLYZ
 -.4PZJOPSKHI\ZLHUKTH`OH]LZL]LYLWO`ZPJHS
 HUKWZ`JOVSVNPJHSJVUZLX\LUJLZ
 @V\UNWYLNUHU[^VTLUTH`ILHMMLJ[LKI`-.4
 ;OLMLTHSLJOPSKYLUVMZVTL`V\UNWHYLU[ZTH`
 ILH[YPZRVM-.4
!
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
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Safeguarding (2) 
Key actions for your area
Helpful resources
6\Y*OPSKYLU+LZLY]L)L[[LY!7YL]LU[PVU7H`Z3VVRLKHM[LYJOPSKYLUHUK`V\UN
WLVWSL*46(UU\HS9LWVY[
/LHS[O=PZP[VYHUKZJOVVSU\YZLWYVNYHTTL!Z\WWVY[PUNPTWSLTLU[H[PVUVM[OLUL^
ZLY]PJLTVKLS+/
°7YVTV[PUN[OLOLHS[OHUK^LSSILPUNVMSVVRLKHM[LYJOPSKYLU+M,+/
7SHUUPUN[YHUZP[PVU[VHK\S[OVVKMVYJHYLSLH]LYZ+M,
:L_\HSOLHS[OPUJS\KLKPU[OLannual health 
checkMVY`V\UN^VTLUHUKTLU
Training for social workers[VWYV]PKL
JVUZPZ[LU[Z\WWVY[MVYSVVRLKHM[LY`V\UN
WLVWSLVUZL_\HSOLHS[OHUKWYLNUHUJ`
8\PJRaccess to pregnanc`[LZ[PUNHUK
\UIPHZLKWYLNUHUJ`options advice
(YYHUNLTLU[ZMVYpre-birth assessment or 
Early Help Assessment
Tailored antenatal and postnatal support 
groupsPMSVVRLKHM[LY`V\UNWHYLU[ZHYL
YLS\J[HU[[VHJJLZZTHPUZ[YLHTZLY]PJLZ
Partnership working
A dedicated lead[VLUZ\YLLHYS`\W[HRLVM
HU[LUH[HSJHYLHUKJVVYKPUH[LWVZ[UH[HS
OLHS[OZVJPHSJHYLHUKLK\JH[PVUZ\WWVY[
Arrangements with the sexual and 
reproductive healthZLY]PJL[VWYV]PKL
JVU[YHJLW[PVUHUKHK]PJLMVY`V\UNWHYLU[Z
^OVOH]LILLUSVVRLKHM[LY
:^PM[referral pathways MVYZWLJPHSPZ[
Z\WWVY[
Key actions for your area
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
࠮ @V\UNWLVWSL^OVOH]LILLUSVVRLK
 after are three times more likely to be a  
 parent by 18.
࠮ VM`V\UN^VTLUSLH]PUNJHYLHYL
 WYLNUHU[HUKILJVTLWYLNUHU[
 ^P[OPUTVU[OZ
3x
@V\UNWLVWSL^OVHYLSVVRLKHM[LYTH`!
 )LTVYLSPRLS`[VL_WLYPLUJL[OLrisk factorsMVYLHYS`WYLNUHUJ `
 /H]LTPZZLKV\[VUprotective factors!
  Z[YVUNLUNHNLTLU[^P[OZJOVVS
  YLSH[PVUZOPWZHUKZL_LK\JH[PVU
  HZLJ\YLMHTPS`SPML
  H[Y\Z[LKHK\S[
 -PUKWHYLU[OVVKJOHSSLUNPUNILJH\ZL[OL`OH]Ldifficult livesHUKSHJR
 positive parenting role models 
 )LSLZZSPRLS`[VHJJLZZZ\WWVY[ILJH\ZL[OL`mistrust servicesHUKHYL
 HMYHPKVMILPUNQ\KNLK
*HYLSLH]LYZLU[P[SLTLU[[VZ\WWVY[MYVTHWLYZVUHSHK]PZLY[VVYPM[OL`HYL
PULK\JH[PVUHSZVHWWSPLZ[V`V\UNWHYLU[Z^OVOH]LILLUSVVRLKHM[LYHUKTLL[
[OLJVUKP[PVUZ[VYLJLP]LSLH]PUNJHYLZ\WWVY[MYVT[OLPYSVJHSH\[OVYP[ `
Looked after young people and care leavers 
Key actions for your area
Helpful resources
*HYLLYZN\PKHUJLHUKPUZWPYH[PVUPUZJOVVSZ!Z[H[\[VY`N\PKHUJLMVYNV]LYUPUNIVKPLZ
ZJOVVSSLH]LYZHUKZJOVVSZ[HMM+M,
(S[LYUH[P]L7YV]PZPVU!Z[H[\[VY`N\PKHUJLMVYSVJHSH\[OVYP[PLZ+M,
.\PKHUJLVU[OLLK\JH[PVUVMZJOVVSHNLWHYLU[Z+M,:
Local guidance on supporting 
school-age parents[VJVU[PU\L[OLPY
LK\JH[PVUJSHYPM`PUN[OH[[OL,X\HSP[`(J[
WYVOPIP[ZL_JS\KPUNW\WPSZVUNYV\UKZVM
WYLNUHUJ`
(Yeintegration officer or nominated lead 
[VPKLU[PM`HUKHKKYLZZ[OLLK\JH[PVUULLKZ
VMZJOVVSHNLWHYLU[Z
(YYHUNLTLU[Z[VLUZ\YL[OH[HSSZJOVVSHNL
WHYLU[Zreceive the same amount of 
educationHZ[OL`^V\SKPUHTHPU[HPULK
ZJOVVS
(YYHUNLTLU[Z[VLUZ\YLschool-age 
parents receiveindependent careers 
advice \UKLY[OLZ[H[\[VY`YLZWVUZPIPSP[PLZMVY
ZJOVVSZ
Audit of school destination data [V
TVUP[VYZJOVVSHNLWHYLU[Z»LUNHNLTLU[PU
WVZ[SLHYUPUN
°
Partnership working
Named contact and strong linksIL[^LLU
LK\JH[PVUZL[[PUNZHUKV[OLYZLY]PJLZ
TH[LYUP[ `-57OLHS[O]PZP[PUNHUKZJOVVS
U\YZPUN
Key actions for your area
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
:JOVVS
Supporting school-age 
mothers
4VZ[WYLNUHU[ZJOVVSHNL
[LLUHNLYZOH]L[OLPYIHIPLZ
PU@LHY[OL`LHY[OL`
[HRL.*:,Z
7YLNUHUJ`JHUOH]LH
ULNH[P]LPTWHJ[VUZJOVVS
H[[LUKHUJLHUKLK\JH[PVUHS
HJOPL]LTLU[
>P[OZ\WWVY[`V\UNTV[O
LYZJHUYLLUNHNLHUKVY
JVU[PU\L[OLPYLK\JH[PVU

,MMLJ[P]LZ\WWVY[PUJS\KLZ!
:[YVUNWYHJ[PJHSHUK
LTV[PVUHSZ\WWVY[
*OPSKJHYL
:\WWVY[MVYIYLHZ[MLLKPUN
WYL]LU[PVUVMI\SS`PUN
Preventing school-age 
pregnancies
+PZLUNHNLK`V\UNWLVWSL
ULLKPU[LUZP]LWYL]LU[PVU
WYVNYHTTLZPUJS\KPUN!
:L_HUKYLSH[PVUZOPWZ
LK\JH[PVU
(JJLZZ[VZL_\HSHUK
YLWYVK\J[P]LOLHS[O
ZLY]PJLZ
)\PSKPUNZLSMLZ[LLTHUK
HZWPYH[PVU
,HYS`YLMLYYHS[V[HYNL[LK
`V\[OVYMHTPS`Z\WWVY[
ZLY]PJLZ
Risk factors
@V\UN^VTLUHYLTVYL
SPRLS`[VILJVTLWYLNUHU[
ILMVYLPM[OL`!
/H]LILLUWLYZPZ[LU[S`
HIZLU[MYVTZJOVVSI`HNL

/H]LZSV^LY[OHU
L_WLJ[LKHJHKLTPJ
WYVNYLZZPU`LHYZ HNLZ

Education of school-age parents (up to age 16/Year 11)  
Key actions for your area
Helpful resources
7HY[PJPWH[PVUVM`V\UNWLVWSLPULK\JH[PVULTWSV`TLU[VY[YHPUPUN!Z[H[\[VY`
N\PKHUJLMVYSVJHSH\[OVYP[PLZ+M,
9LK\JPUN[OLU\TILYVM`V\UNWLVWSLUV[PULTWSV`TLU[LK\JH[PVUVY[YHPUPUN
7\ISPJ/LHS[O,UNSHUK
(YYHUNLTLU[Z[Videntify the post-16 
participation needs of teenage mothers 
and young fathersPUJS\KPUNPKLU[PM`PUN
`V\UNMH[OLYZPULK\JH[PVUHSZL[[PUNZ
Dedicated post-16 advisors[VZ\WWVY[
[LLUHNLTV[OLYZHUK`V\UNMH[OLYZ
Flexible course entryZV`V\UNWHYLU[ZJHU
YLLUNHNLK\YPUN[OLHJHKLTPJ`LHY
Promote Care to Learn*OPSKJHYLM\UKPUN
=VS\U[LLYPUNHUK work experience 
opportunities for teenage mothers and 
young fathersPUJS\KPUN[OL5H[PVUHS*P[PaLU
:LY]PJL
Information about funding provisionMVY
WVZ[WHY[PJPWH[PVUMVYIV[O`V\UNWHYLU[Z
HUKWYHJ[P[PVULYZ
8\HY[LYS`monitoring of the EET 
participation of teenage mothers[OYV\NO
[OL*SPLU[*HZLSVHK0UMVYTH[PVU:`Z[LT
(YYHUNLTLU[ZMVYTVUP[VYPUN[OLEET 
participation of young fathers
Partnership working
Named contact and strong linksIL[^LLU
5,,;97([LHTHUKV[OLYZLY]PJLZ
Z\WWVY[PUN`V\UNWHYLU[ZOLHS[O]PZP[PUN
-57HUKZJOVVSU\YZPUN
Key actions for your area
3
3
3
3
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Raising the Participation 
Age (RPA)
(SS`V\UNWLVWSL\UKLY
OH]L[VWHY[PJPWH[LPULP[OLY!
-\SS[PTLZ[\K`OV\YZ
N\PKLKSLHYUPUN`LHYPUH
ZJOVVSJVSSLNLVY[YHPUPUN
WYV]PKLY
-\SS[PTL^VYRVY
]VS\U[LLYPUNOV\YZ^LLR
VYTVYLJVTIPULK^P[OWHY[
[PTLLK\JH[PVUVY[YHPUPUN
(UHWWYLU[PJLZOPWVY
[YHPULLZOPW
(YLLUNHNLTLU[
WYVNYHTTLUVOV\YS`
YLX\PYLTLU[PM[OL`OH]L
ILLUHIZLU[MYVT[OL
LK\JH[PVUZ`Z[LT
Young parents are 
included in the RPA duty
;OLYLPZUVSLNHS
YLX\PYLTLU[VU[OLSLUN[O
VMTH[LYUP[`SLH]L
3VJHSH\[OVYP[PLZZOV\SK
[HPSVYTH[LYUP[`SLH]L[V[OL
PUKP]PK\HSWHYLU[
JVUZPKLYPUNH[[HJOTLU[
HUKIYLHZ[MLLKPUN
Supporting young 
parents to be in EET will:
,UZ\YL[OL`NL[[OLZRPSSZ
HUKX\HSPMPJH[PVUZ[OL`ULLK
0TWYV]LJOPSKYLU»ZSPML
JOHUJLZ
9LK\JLPU[LYNLULYH[PVUHS
WV]LY[`
9LK\JLPULX\HSP[PLZ
)\PSKSVJHSZVJPHSJHWHJP[`
3
Teenage mothers make up 1 in 5 of 16-18 year old 
women not in education, employment or training (NEET)
3
3
Post-16 education and training for young parents  
Key actions for your area
Helpful resources
*HYL[V3LHYU!O[[WZ!^^ ^NV]\RJHYL[VSLHYUV]LY]PL^
;OL*OPSKJHYL.YHU[!O[[WZ!^^ ^NV]\RJOPSKJHYLNYHU[V]LY]PL^
°/LSWWH`PUNMVYJOPSKJHYL!
O[[WZ!^^ ^NV]\ROLSW^P[OJOPSKJHYLJVZ[ZMYLLJOPSKJHYLHUKLK\JH[PVUMVY[V
`LHYVSKZ
(JJLZZPISLPUMVYTH[PVUHIV\[JOPSKJHYL
M\UKPUNHUKsupport in applying for Care 
to LearnHUKV[OLYJOPSKJHYLM\UKPUN
On-site or accessible childcare provision 
H]HPSHISL[V`V\UNWHYLU[ZH[[LUKPUNJVSSLNL
Monitoring of Care to LearnHUKJOPSKJHYL
Z\WWVY[\W[HRL
0UJS\KLU\TILYZVM[LLUHNLWHYLU[ZPU
childcare sufficiency audits
Partnership working
(SSagencies and practitioners promote 
Care to LearnHUKV[OLYJOPSKJHYLZ\WWVY[
[V`V\UNWHYLU[Z
Named contacts and strong links ^P[O[OL
SVJHSH\[OVYP[`9HPZPUN[OL7HY[PJPWH[PVU
(NL5,,;ZSLHK

Key actions for your area
3
3
3
3
3
3
PU[LLUHNLWHYLU[Z
JV\SKUV[OH]LNVULPU[V
HU`SLHYUPUN^P[OV\[*HYL[V
3LHYU
PU[LLUHNLWHYLU[Z^OV
YLJLP]LK*HYL[V3LHYUNHPU
HX\HSPMPJH[PVU
6US`PU^OVYLJLP]LK
*HYL[V3LHYU^LYL5,,;
HM[LY[OLPYJV\YZL
JVTWHYLK^P[OPUILMVYL
[OLJV\YZL
The impact of Care to Learn
@V\UNWHYLU[ZTH`ILLSPNPISLMVY!
 *HYL[V3LHYUJOPSKJHYLM\UKPUNPM[OL`HYLHWWS`PUNMVYSLHYUPUNWYVNYHTTLZ\W
 [VHNL
 (*OPSKJHYL.YHU[PM[OL`HYLPUM\SS[PTLOPNOLYLK\JH[PVUHUKLSPNPISLMVYZ[\KLU[
 MPUHUJL
 ;OLMYLLJOPSKJHYLVMMLYMVYKPZHK]HU[HNLK`LHYVSKZ
 ;OLMYLLJOPSKJHYLVMMLYMVYHSSHUK`LHYVSKZ
Good
quality 
childcare
JVU[YPI\[LZ[V
PTWYV]LKOLHS[O
ZVJPHSHUKLTV[PVUHS
JOPSKV\[JVTLZ
PZLZZLU[PHSMVY`V\UN
WHYLU[Z[VYLLUNHNL
^P[OSLHYUPUN
3
Childcare support 
Arrangements for early assessment of young 
parents’ housing and support needs. 
A range of models of provision for different 
needs
High need: supported accommodation with on-site 
staff.
Medium need: floating support for social and 
private tenancies.
Lower need: supported lodging. 
Balancing relationships and safeguarding
Father-inclusive accommodation that enables 
young fathers to maintain a relationship with their 
child and partner.
Safe, women-only accommodation for those 
experiencing domestic abuse.
Training for housing providers on vulnerabilities and 
safeguarding risks for young parents and their 
children.
Preparing young parents to progress to own 
tenancies
Integrated support packages including: education 
and training; skills for independent living; and health 
and wellbeing. 
Partnership working
Named contacts and referral pathways to maternity 
services, health visitors and other relevant services
Key actions for your area
Helpful resources
:\WWVY[PUN0UKLWLUKLUJL,]HS\H[PVUVM[OL[LLUHNLWHYLU[Z\WWVY[LKOV\ZPUNWPSV[+M,
°0KLU[PMPJH[PVUVM.VVK7YHJ[PJLPU,UOHUJLK/V\ZPUN:\WWVY[MVY;LLUHNL7HYLU[Z-V`LY
-LKLYH[PVU
7YV]PZPVUVMHJJVTTVKH[PVUMVY`LHYVSK`V\UNWLVWSL^OVTH`ILOVTLSLZZHUKVY
YLX\PYLHJJVTTVKH[PVU+*3.
/VTLSLZZULZZKH[H!UV[LZHUKKLMPUP[PVUZ+*3.
3
Where do young parents 
live?
Most young parents live with 
their own parents
Others live in insecure and 
unsafe temporary housing, or 
‘sofa surf’
There is no evidence that 
young women become 
pregnant to access social 
housing
Consequences of poor 
and insecure housing
7VVYOLHS[OHUKPUJYLHZLK
risk of infant death because 
of co-sleeping in 
overcrowded housing 
Young parents move 
frequently and lose touch 
with services
Young parents  are less likely 
to re-engage with learning.
Isolation and poor mental 
health
Homeless pregnant/young 
mothers’ rights to housing 
support
<UKLY!^PSSILºSVVRLKHM[LY»
by the local authority, in a 
mother-and-child foster 
placement, young mothers’ 
unit or residential unit
(NLK!ZOV\SKILSVVRLK
HM[LYºSPRLHU\UKLY»
:V\[O^HYRQ\KNLTLU[
(NLK!HULSPNPISL
unintentionally homeless 
pregnant woman or family with 
a child are a ‘priority need’ and 
must be given suitable 
accommodation by the 
housing authority 
The need for additional support
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
Housing for young parents 
Key actions for your area
Helpful resources
;OL`V\UN^VTHU»ZN\PKL[VWYLNUHUJ `;VTT`»Z
*HYL[V3LHYU!O[[WZ!^^ ^NV]\RJHYL[VSLHYUV]LY]PL^
°)LULMP[Z0UMVYTH[PVU+LWHY[TLU[MVY>VYRHUK7LUZPVUZ
O[[WZ!^^ ^NV]\RIYV^ZLILULMP[Z
°;LLUHNL7HYLU[Z»)LULMP[Z-PUKLY!.PUNLYIYLHK
O[[W!^^ ^NPUNLYIYLHKVYN\RJVU[LU[;LLUHNLWHYLU[ZILULMP[ZMPUKLY
(Job Centre Plus lead advisor VU
ILULMP[ZMVY`V\UNWHYLU[Z
Accessible benefits information for 
young parentsPUHSSOLHS[OHUKJVTT\UP[`
Z\WWVY[ZLY]PJLZ
Partnership working
Named contacts and referral pathways
IL[^LLUHSSZLY]PJLZZ\WWVY[PUN`V\UN
WHYLU[ZHUK1VI*LU[YL7S\Z

Key actions for your area
3
3
3
3
The need for benefits support
(S[OV\NOHSVUN[LYTNVHSVMZ\WWVY[MVY`V\UNWHYLU[ZPZMPUHUJPHSPUKLWLUKLUJL
[OYV\NOPUJYLHZLKJVUMPKLUJLHUKX\HSPMPJH[PVUZPU[OLZOVY[[LYTZ^PM[HJJLZZ[V
ILULMP[ZPZLZZLU[PHS[VH]VPK!
7V]LY[` :[YLZZ
5LNH[P]LPTWHJ[
VUJOPSKYLU»Z
OLHS[OHUK
^LSSILPUN
Barriers to accessing benefits
*VUM\ZPVUV]LY
LSPNPIPSP[`
7YHJ[PJHSKPMMPJ\S[`
HJJLZZPUN
ILULMP[Z
Benefits 
Early pregnancy 
diagnosis and access 
to unbiased advice on 
pregnancy options
Swift referral to antenatal 
booking + information to 
support healthy early 
pregnancy - folic acid & 
healthy start – and referral 
to Family Nurse Partnership 
or dedicated support 
service
Careful pre-birth 
assessment in maternity 
services to identify and 
provide early help for any 
health, relationship, 
safeguarding or social 
problems 
Antenatal care and 
preparation for parenthood 
for teenage mothers and 
young fathers, in a trusted 
and young people friendly 
setting – ideally meeting 
You’re Welcome criteria
Help with choosing 
postnatal contraception – 
with method provided 
before leaving maternity 
care
Clear referral pathway 
between maternity 
services and on-going 
support services, health 
visitors, teenage parent 
support service, children’s 
centres – so all young 
parents are known about 
Dedicated adviser/HV/FNP, 
co-ordinating support on 
health – including emotional 
health, education, housing, 
benefits, parenting and 
attachment  
More intensive help for the 
most vulnerable, and 
inclusive of young fathers 
Personal development 
plans – for both parents 
building aspirations and 
skills, linked to RPA 
programme, local 
workforce development, 
employment and 
regeneration plans
Promotion of Care to 
Learn childcare funding 
and support with 
application form
On-going support on 
contraception and 
condoms with 
chlamydia screening 
annually or on change of 
partner
Information about all 
relevant support services 
to young parents and all 
practitioners working with 
them – and supported 
transfer from specialist 
support to mainstream 
services
A joined up care pathway for young parents 
 
Confirmation  of  Pregnancy  –   
Home  Test  /  Central  Youth  /  Contraception  +  Sexual  Health  /  Early  Pregnancy  Unit  /  GP  /  Midwife  /  
School  Nurse  /  Pharmacy 
Quick  referral  to  discuss  choices  to  –   
GP  /  Central  Youth/  Midwife 
 
Adoption 
Termination  
of  Pregnancy:  
see 
GP  /  Central  
Youth  /  Brook  
(Manchester) 
Early   
Pregnancy  
Unit 
Social  Care   
Referral  &   
Assessment  
Team   
0161  217  
6028  and  
under  16  
Moat  House    
for  Home  
tuition 
Continue  with  pregnancy  and  keep  the  baby 
Refer  to  midwife  for  early  booking.   
If  16  years  or  under,  refer  to  Moat  
House  and  inform  school  nurse. 
If  16-19  refer  to  The  Young  Parents  
Project.     
Refer  to  FNP 
Visit  weekly  
for  first  four  
weeks Refer    to  Health  
Visitor 
Visiting  
Schedule 
After  fourth  
week,  visit  
every   
Fortnight  until  
birth 
Baby  Born 
Postnatal  care  by  Midwife  in  hospital       
On  discharge:  Contraception  +  Sexual  Health  info   
Confirm  home  address  and  support  including  other 
agencies  involved 
Post  Natal  care  by  Midwife  in  community 
Activate  Post  Natal  Contraception  Plan 
Comprehensive  verbal  handover  from  Midwife  to   
Health  Visitor/FNP 
(see  Postnatal  Care  Pathway) 
FNP  Visits   
Weekly  visits  until  baby  
is  6  weeks  old 
  FNP  continue  visits 
See  Postnatal   
Support  Services 
 
CARE  PATHWAY—ANTENATAL  (REVISED  NOVEMBER  2015) 
SUPPORTING  TEENAGERS  IN  PREGNANCY  AND  PARENTHOOD 
Visiting  Schedule 
According  to  
Healthy  Child 
  Programme 
<28  Weeks 
36  Weeks  Midwife  visit  at  home  to  discuss  birth   
choices  and  review  Post  Natal  Contraception  Plan 
24  -  36  weeks 
Midwife  to  discuss  Post  Natal  Contraception  Plan 
Encourage  attendance  to  Young  Parents  Active  Birth  
Workshop  and  parenting  sessions 
 
 
 
Key 
Health  Visitor 
Family  Nurse  Partnership 
Midwifery 
HEALTH   
Central  Youth 0161  426  9696 
Brook  Manchester 0161  237  3001 
Early  Pregnancy  Unit 0161  419  4721 
NHS   111 
Young  Parents  Preparation  for  
Birth  and  Parenting   
07876  230818   
School  Nursing 0161  426  9286 
07525  801108 
Healthy  Stockport 
Health  Visiting  Service 
0161  426  5085 
0161  426  5903 
Young  Peoples  Drug  &  Alcohol  
Services  &  Mosaic 
0161  480  5939 
Teenage  Pregnancy  Midwives 
 
Stop  Smoking  Midwife 
Delivery  Suite/  Triage 
07876  230818  or 
07500  984168 
0161  419  4734 
0161  419  5551 
FAMILY  SUPPORT  SERVICES 
Children’s  Centres 0161  217  6028 
Parenting  Team 0161  426  5554 
Infant  Parent  Service 
Mental  Health  Access  Team 
0161  426  5554 
0161  419  4678 
Family  Nurse  Partnership 0161  426  5175 
EDUCATION,  EMPLOYMENT  &  SKILLS 
  
Care  to  Learn 0800  121  8989 
Services  for  Young  People 0161  474  2300 
Job  Centre   0161  429  2181 
Moat  House 0161  429  9015 
Young  Parents  Project 
 
Pure  Insight 
0161  429  9015 
07891  949277 
0161  474  5900 
ADVICE  &  INFORMATION 
Citizens  Advice  Bureau 0844  826  9800 
Childline 0800  1111 
Domestic  Violence  Helpline 0161  636  7525 
Stockport  Homes 
Housing  Support  Team 
0161  474  3772 
07800  617905 
Learning  Disabilities 0161  419  2112 
Social  Care  Contact  Centre 0161  217  6028 
Stockport  Without  Abuse 0161  477  4271 
Health  Visitor  
to  visit   
See  Postnatal 
        Support  Services 
CARE  PATHWAY  -  POSTNATAL  (REVISED  NOVEMBER  2015) 
SUPPORTING  TEENAGERS  IN  PREGNANCY  AND  PARENTHOOD 
 
Birth  Visit  by  HV    14  –  28  Days  
Postnatal   
  
Key 
Health  Visitor 
Family  Nurse  Partnership 
Midwifery 
 
Statutory  visits  by  Midwife,  followed  by  verbal  Handover  to  the  
FNP  or  Health  Visitor  (see  Antenatal  Care  Pathway)   
(Give  Post  Natal  information,  Parent  Held  Record) 
If  mother  is  16  or  under,  refer  to  
Moat  House  for  education  
(statutory  duty)   
If  16-19  refer  to  Young  Parents  
Project 
Follow-up  Post  Natal  Visits   
Including  review  of  Post  Natal  Contraception  Plan 
Weekly  contact  from  FNP  from  birth 
Weekly  Visits  up  to  six  weeks  old 
Follow  Healthy  Child   
Programme 
Visits  every  two  weeks  until  child  is  
20  month  old 
Following  the  FNP  Programme 
Follow  Healthy  Child  Programme  
until  child  is  5  years  old 
After  20  months  old  FNP  visits  
monthly  until  child  is  2  years  old  then  
hands  over  to  the  HV 
Hand  over  to  School  Nurse 
  Mental  Health  and  well  being  check 
Follow  Stockport  Integrated  Postnatal  and  
Antenatal  Mental  Health 
HEALTH   
Central  Youth 0161  426  9696 
Brook  Manchester 0161  237  3001 
Early  Pregnancy  Unit 0161  419  4721 
NHS   111 
Young  Parents  Preparation  for  
Birth  and  Parenting 
07876  230818   
School  Nursing 0161  426  9900 
Healthy  Stockport 
Health  Visiting  Service 
0161  426  5085 
0161  426  5903 
Young  Peoples  Drug  &  Alcohol  
Services  &  Mosaic 
0161  480  5939 
Teenage  Pregnancy  Midwives 07876  230818  or 
07500  984168 
 Delivery  Suite  /  Triage 
  
0161  419  5551 
FAMILY  SUPPORT  SERVICES 
Children’s  Centres 0161  217  6028 
Parenting  Team 0161  426  5554 
Family  Nurse  Partnership 0161  426  5175 
EDUCATION,  EMPLOYMENT  &  SKILLS 
  
Care  to  Learn 0800  121  8989 
Services  for  Young  People 0161  474  2300 
Job  Centre  Plus 0161  429  2181 
Moat  House 0161  429  9015 
Young  Parents  Project 0161  429  9015 
07891  949277 
 
ADVICE  &  INFORMATION 
  
Citizens  Advice  Bureau 0844  826  9800 
Childline 0800  1111 
Domestic  Violence  Helpline 0161  636  7525 
Stockport  Homes 0161  474  3772 
Learning  Disabilities 0161  419  2112 
Social  Care 0161  718  2118 
Stockport  Without  Abuse 0161  477  4271 
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